A smaller Connect 4 Hoops is now available with a 65" high-definition screen!

One or two players shoot baskets and watch as their 7" basketballs fall into place. The first player to align four balls horizontally, vertically, or diagonally on the augmented reality playfield wins!

The brightly-lit cabinet showcases the famous Connect 4 Hoops logo, drawing players from across the room. With its intuitive game play, vibrant cabinet design, and overwhelming popularity, Connect 4 Hoops is an all-star in any game room.

⭐ DBA ready; ⭐️ compatible

Dimensions
Width: 5'1" 155cm
Depth: 9'4" 285cm
Height: 9' 274cm
Weight: 1,200 lbs 545kg
Shipping: 1,300 lbs 590kg
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